THE 5th ANNUAL SPECIAL MEDICAL GRAND ROUNDS

“STORIES of YALE INTERNAL MEDICINE”

WHAT: A presentation of stories told by medical students, house staff, nurses, PAs, APRNs, subspecialty fellows, hospitalists, community faculty and/or full-time faculty that relate to the human experience of being in Internal Medicine as a physician, investigator, other health care provider, or trainee. These will include an encounter with a patient, power dynamics in medicine, a medical error, issues of biomedical discovery, or other provocative moments in Internal Medicine.

HOW: Please consider submitting a non-fiction narrative story, 1200 words or less to roberta.biceglia@yale.edu with the subject line MEDICAL GRAND ROUNDS STORY by APRIL 16, 2021.

Those whose stories are selected to present at this special Medical Grand Rounds will be notified by late April 2021.

WHEN: This special Medical Grand Rounds is currently scheduled for JUNE 17, 2021.